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Abstract: Clustering is the mechanism for data mining. In this paper we are working on the modified centroid 

ratio based clustering technique using genetic algorithm for large database. In this paper we will work with 

MATLAB software to perform the evaluation of clustering techniques for different datasets. 
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I. Introduction 

Clustering is very powerful tool for the mining of data. The diversity of data increases the applicability and uses 

of clustering technique. Presently various clustering technique are used on the basis of uses and formation of 

pattern. The simplest cluster process is partition clustering technique. The partition based clustering technique 

provides very efficient and simple cluster algorithm is called K-means. In the series of k-means algorithm 

various algorithms are proposed such as swap based clustering technique, centroid based clustering technique 

and many more clustering algorithms. On swap-based clustering, the centroid is perturbed by a certain strategy 

in order not to get stuck in local minima. The swap is acceptable if it improves the quality of clustering. This 

trial-and-error approach is easy to implement and highly effectiveness in practice. The Random Swap algorithm 

(RS), known originally Randomized Local Search, is based on randomization: a randomly selected centroid is 

swapped to another randomly selected location. After a local partition is carried out and the clustering fine 

tuning by two k-means-iterations. Two clustering’s {X, P1, C1} and {X, P2, C2} from k-means, where the 

centroids and the partitions are strongly correlated with each other. The partition shows little difference (left) at 

the boundary between the clusters, while the centroids also focusing little difference on the location. In case of 

misplaced centroids (right), the partitions are very different. The evaluation of the clustering can be performed 

either on the partition P or the centroids C. 

II. Genetic Algorithms 

Genetic algorithms are search algorithms, which is based on the method of natural selection and natural 

genetics. They combine the survival of the fittest between the string structures with a structured yet randomized 

information exchange to form a search algorithm with a sense of innovation of human research. These 

algorithms are run with a set of random solution called initial population. Each element of this population is 

called a chromosome. Each chromosome of this problem which consists in the string genes. The number of 

genes and their values in each chromosome depends on the specification of the population. In the algorithm the 

number of genes of each chromosome is equal to the number of pixel intensity value and genes of values 

demonstrates the filter denoising priority is associated with the process, where the higher priority means the 

noise is executed earlier. Set of chromosomes in each GA iteration is called a generation, which is evaluated by 

their fitness functions. The new generation means the offspring’s generation is created by the application of 

certain operators on the current generation. These are called crossover which selects two chromosomes of the 

current population, combines and generates a new child (offspring), and the mutation which changes randomly 

chromosome genes values and creates new offspring. Then the best progeny are selected by evolutionary 

selection operator based on their fitness values. The GA four stages as indicated below algorithms: 

Step 1: Read data (from matrix) and R values from matrix and get Np, Ng, Xr and Mr from the structure 

Np → (initial population size), 

Ng → (the number of generations), 

Xr → (crossover probability), 

Mr→ (mutation probability) 

Step 2: Calculate the bottom-level and the top-level of each matrix in the data; 

Generate initial population (pi); 

Pcurrent ← Pi; 

Data fromat ← Decoding heuristic (L ,Data); 
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Bestcenter ← evaluate (data); 

Step 3: while stop criterion not satisfied, do begin 

Pdata ← {};  

3 – 1: repeat for (Np/2) times 

Father ← select (Pdatat , sum_of_fitness); 

Mother ← select (Pdata, sum_of_fitness); 

Pdata ← Pdata U crossover (father, mother, child1, child2, Xr); 

End repeat; 

3 -2: for each chromosomes € Pdata do begin 

Mutate (chromosomes, Mr); 

End for 

3-3: 

Pnew ← Pnew U {four best chromosomes of data} 

Pnon-data ← data; 

Matrix ← decoding heuristic (data); 

Best matrix ← evaluate (matrix); 

End while 

Step 3: Repeat the best center of data. 

III. Proposed Technique 

We have working on the modified centroid ratio based clustering technique using genetic algorithm. In this 

paper we will work with MATLAB software for performance analysis of proposed method along with the 

algorithm. In centroid ratio based cluster the design of the internal indices is based on three elements: the data 

set, the point level partitions, and centroids. Mean square error (MSE) is a traditional criterion for evaluation of 

clustering, which is calculated from these three elements. External indices, however, use only partitions by 

comparing the given clustering against the ground truth. The ground truth is usually built by using human 

assessors or the output of another clustering algorithm. External indices count the pairs of points of agreement 

or disagreement of the two partitions. A criterion such as MSE uses quantities and features inherent in the 

dataset, which gives a global level of evaluation. As it relates to points and clusters, the time complexity is at 

least O (MN). The partition-based criteria are based on point by point analysis of two partitions, which generally 

gives a time complexity of O (N2). The time complexity of point-pair measures can be reduced to O (N + M2) 

by a contingency matrix. As a necessary structure of the clustering, the centroid reveals the allocation of the 

clusters. Two clustering’s {X, P1, C1} and {X, P2, C2} from k-means, where the centroids and the partitions are 

strongly correlated with each other. The partition shows little difference (left) at the boundary between the 

clusters, while the centroids also focusing little difference on the location. In case misplaced centroids (right), 

the partitions are very different. The evaluation of the clustering can be performed either on the partition P or 

the centroids C. 

IV. Proposed Algorithm 

In this section discuss the modified algorithm of centroid ratio for clustering technique using genetic algorithm. 

The Centroid Ratio of cluster used Random swap in terms of data iteration and reduction of iteration in 

processing of cluster. In the process of modification set the auto level center selection using genetic algorithm. 

The genetic algorithm processes the data in fashion in random manner. The auto swapping process of clustering 

technique assigned the variable of center point.  Here steps are given below: 

1. Auto = (X,C) ←empty //initialize data and randomly center point 

2. C_list ← K-means (Ci_list, )       

3. Input C_list X , the clustering number  pn , population scale XN , probability auto P  stop conditions cS 

; 

4. Code the data in real number and initialize population S(i),i = 0 at random; 

5. Evaluate  the fitness of all individual in the present time D(s); 

6. CR clustering requires optimization of cluster center, which way data thrashing of waiting cluster. 

Therefore the fitness function of algorithm is determined by f(x). 

7. 
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)(  Arbitrate the termination situation. If the termination situation is satisfied, 

then turn to step 9, if not, turn to step 10; 

8. Crack to find and compute the optimal clustering centers. 

9. find final population of GA  
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10. Take the CR optimization on population P (i) and produce the next generation A (i +1). Then turn to 

step 

11. for h ∈ A(i+1) do 

12. h.nn ← CR (A(i+1)- {h}) 

13. h.sc ← Compute-SC (h, h.nn)                      

14. AUTO←AUTO {h}                 

15. AUTO←AUTO {h.nn} 

16. if  h.sc <   then        

17. E←E  {(h,h.nn)}                

18. End if 

19. end for 

20. count ← Matrix  

a. for each pair of components (g1,g2) ∈ G do 

21. ←mean-dist (g1), ←mean-dist (g2) 

22. if   > 1 then g1←Merge (g1, g2) 

23. end for 

24. N_type ← empty 

25. for    ∈  N list do 

26. h←PseudopointOf( )//find the corresponding pseudo point 

27. MCR 

28. end for 

V. Results 

For the experimental process used MATLAB software. MATLAB is well known software for the analysis of 

algorithm. For the validation of clustering technique used seven dataset such as E-coil glass iris and bricks 

dataset such as S1, S2, S3, and S4.Our experimental result shows that the modified centroid based clustering 

algorithm is better than swap based clustering technique and centroid based clustering technique. If more 

clusters are present results to better quality. The execution time taken by algorithm of proposed method gives 

better performance.  

 
Figure 1.1: Shows that the Comparative result graph for data set-1 data set with using SKM, RPS and Proposed 

method, to find the value of Elapsed Time, Rand Index, Adjusted Rand Index and Centriod Ratio. Finally we 

find that our proposed method gives better result than other centroid ratio method. 

 
Figure 1.2: Shows that the Comparative result graph for Glass Data Set with using SKM, RPS and Proposed 

method, to find the value of Elapsed Time, Rand Index, Adjusted Rand Index and Centriod Ratio. Finally we 

find that our proposed method gives better result than other centroid ratio method. 
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Figure 1.3: Shows that the Comparative result graph for Iris Data Set with using SKM, RPS and Proposed 

method, to find the value of Elapsed Time, Rand Index, Adjusted Rand Index and Centriod Ratio. Finally we 

find that our proposed method gives better result than other centroid ratio method. 

 
Figure 1.4: Shows that the Comparative result graph for E-Coli Data Set with using SKM, RPS and Proposed 

method, to find the value of Elapsed Time, Rand Index, Adjusted Rand Index and Centriod Ratio. Finally we 

find that our proposed method gives better result than other centroid ratio method. 

 

VI. Conclusion 

We have worked on the modified centroid ratio based clustering technique using Genetic Algorithm. In this 

paper we will work with MATLAB software to perform evaluation of modified centroid ratio based clustering 

by using above proposed algorithm we have achieved better results in modified centroid ratio based clustering 

technique than the swap based clustering technique and existing centroid based clustering technique. 
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